In recent years, the activity-based approach to languages teaching has become a subject of particular attention. The purpose of the article is to investigate the activity approach in teaching professional Russian to the bachelor-students of natural sciences. The article proposes a methodology for organizing and conducting students’ project activities when teaching professional Russian in order to use a special language in situations as close as possible to professional communication. The goals, objectives and purpose of the course “Professional Russian Language” are being determined. The essence of the concept of “project activity” is revealed from linguodidactic positions, which is based on the use of the language in situations maximum close to the conditions of real communication; with emphasis on independent work of students (individual and team); the selection of topics of great interest to students and directly related to the conditions, under which the project is being implemented; selection of language material, types of tasks, establishing a sequence of work in accordance with the theme and purpose of the project, visual representation of the outcomes. Depending on the dominant type of speech activity, there is given the projects typological groups classification: research, creative, role-playing, informative, project-oriented. Particular attention is paid to the description of the role-playing business project. The analysis shows, that the use of design technologies in teaching professional Russian language contributes into the formation of intellectual, creative and communicative skills.
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Проектная деятельность на занятиях по профессиональному русскому языку

В последние годы деятельностный подход в обучении языкам стал предметом особого внимания. Цель статьи — исследовать деятельностный подход при обучении профессиональному русскому языку бакалавров естественнонаучных специальностей. В статье предлагается методика организации и проведения проектной деятельности студентов при обучении профессиональному русскому языку с целью использования специального языка в ситуациях, максимально приближенных к профессиональному общению. Определяются цель, задачи и назначение курса «Профессиональный русский язык». С лингводидактических позиций раскрывается сущность концепта «проектная деятельность», в основе которого лежит использование языка в ситуациях, максимально приближенных к условиям реального общения; с акцентом на самостоятельной работе учащихся (индивидуальной и групповой); выборе темы, вызывающей большой интерес для обучаемых и непосредственно связанной с условиями, в которых выполняется проект; отборе языкового материала, видах заданий, установлении последовательности работы в соответствии с темой и целью проекта, наглядном представлении результата. В зависимости от доминирующего вида речевой деятельности приводится классификация типологических групп проектов: исследовательских, творческих, ролево-игровых, информационных, проектно-ориентированных. Особое внимание уделяется описанию ролево-игрового бизнес-проекта. Анализ показывает, что использование проектных технологий при обучении профессиональному русскому языку способствует формированию интеллектуальных, творческих и коммуникативных умений.
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Introduction

Discipline «Professional Russian language» occupies a special place in the system of training bachelor-students of natural sciences. Currently, in the system of higher education, the Russian language teaching, as an important element of general and vocational culture and as a means of professional communication has gained particular relevance. For university students, learning the professional Russian language is not only a means of mastering a future specialty, but also the ability to carry out competent professionally-oriented communication, which will make it easy to adapt to the dynamically changing conditions of vocational activity.

The content of the discipline “Professional Russian Language” is aimed at the formation of linguistic and professional competence, integrating the general cultural, intellectual, social and vocational qualities of a specialist.

The purpose of the course is to form students’ skills: proficiency in specialty language, vocational speech; professional communication; knowledge of vocational speech culture; possession of the specialty sublanguage term system; writing and defending educational and scientific works; creating communicative products in compliance with the requirements of the communication situation and professional communication purpose; work with educational, scientific and reference literature in Russian; work with professional terminography.

The purpose of the course is implementing the principle of training vocational orientation, the formation of students’ communicative competence, based on the specialty language, necessary for adequate professional communication in the field of the activity, deepening and upgrading the knowledge through self-education and its creative application to practice. “Teaching a specialty through language and teaching a language through a specialty is one of the important problems of vocational training in the non-linguistic university” (Miroshnikova, 2005: 176).

The basis of training is the principle of validity, reasoning, response conclusiveness, which supposes the background assumption at a complete, consistent, evidence-based expression of one’s opinion. The starting point for the implementation of this principle is the organization of an academic process, when the student faces the need in justifying own point of view, own solution to the problem, which envisages the inclusion of design tasks, that allow integrate student’s knowledge from different fields of science upon solving one or another problem. The project method is the core of developmental learning.
Experiment

Dependent on the dominating method in the project or type of speech activity, the following typological groups of projects are distinguished: research, creative, role-playing, informative, project-oriented. When teaching the second language, information projects are most relevant. This type of project is initially aimed at collecting information about any object, phenomenon; familiarization of project participants with this information, its analysis, generalization of facts. Such projects require a well-designed structure. The structure of the information project can be represented as follows: the purpose of the project; subject of information search; information processing methods; information retrieval result. Information projects are often integrated into research projects and become their organic part. Research projects are completely subordinated to the logic of a small-scale study, and they have a specific structure: goal of the project, fundamental question, problematic issues, hypothesis, research progress, outcomes, conclusions, information resources.

Undoubtedly, the effective use of design technologies requires a lot of preparatory work, which is carried out in a holistic system of language training. The following requirements are put forward for the use of the project method: the presence of significant research, creative plan problem, that requires integrated knowledge; practical significance of the expected outcomes; independent (individual, team) activity in the classroom and outside it; structuring the content of the project (indicating phased tasks by the roles distribution); the use of research methods (determination of the problem, goals and objectives of the study, hypothesis, suggesting ways to solve it, formalizing the final results, analysis of the data, summing up, correction, conclusions). During the study, you can use the technology of “brainstorming”, “round table” presentation.

We have made an attempt to develop a methodology for organizing and carrying out the trainees’ project activities in teaching professional Russian in order to use a special language in situations as close as possible to professional communication. Of course, projects, being carried out by students, do not pursue purely research goals, and designers are students studying professional Russian as a second language. Students work with special texts in Russian, a resource-information base is formed to solve professional problems, and skills for presenting information are developed. When working on the project, the following tasks were set: systematization of vocabulary on the proposed topic, the formation of students’ vocabulary on the specialty. Students are invited to participate in a role-playing business project. According to the dominant method, this is a practice-oriented project. We made an attempt to develop a methodology for organizing and carrying out project activities of students in teaching professional Russian in order to use a special language in situations maximum close to vocational communication. Of course, projects carried out by students, do not pursue purely research goals, the designers are students studying professional Russian as a second language. Students work with special texts in Russian, and there is formed the resource-information base for solving the vocational problems, and developed skills for presenting information. When working on the project, the following tasks were set: systematization of vocabulary on the proposed topic, the formation of students’ vocabulary on the specialty. Students are invited to participate in a role-playing business project. According to the dominant method, it is a practice-oriented project. In terms of participants’ number, it is a group project, in terms of duration – a project of medium duration. (Polat, 2008: 272). The phased tasks of preparing a group project were outlined: to think over and discuss ideas for a business project, to distribute roles; select material and draw up a working business plan; prepare an introduction to a business project; write the main part of the speech; prepare the final part of the business project; prepare a persuasive speech in order to obtain a loan for the business project (products); to compose a text of industrial advertising for apparatus (product, device) promotion to the market; prepare a presentation of the business plan; submit a business project.

When preparing a business plan, it is necessary to determine the scope of activities, formulate the main goals, ways to achieve them, make economic calculations of costs, expenses and incomes, indicate the financial position of the company and potential investors. When drawing up a business plan, you should adhere to the following structure: resume, basic idea, organization conditions, description of goods, services or ideas, information about the market, base of potential consumers, information about competing firms, marketing and its goals, production of goods, distribution of responsibilities. Make a convincing presentation, highlight aspects, that might be of interest to investors, and consider the issues. Evaluation criteria during the presentation are: phrase construction, courtesy, timbre and tone of voice, respect for others viewpoints, calmness, appearance, business qualities, posture, moderate gestures, absence of repeated words, speech
with elements of moderate emotionality, affirmative form.

Students have selected project topics, related to their future specialty: “IBM Watson Artificial Intelligence”, “Wi-Change Wireless Laser Charging”, “Robot-toy for children with disabilities”, “Virtual Glasses”, “Swiss S3 Orbiting Spacecraft”, etc. Each project was accompanied by industrial advertising. While creating advertising texts, students used in practice the knowledge, gained during studying the topic “Types of scientific and technical texts”. The task of advertising is to attract consumer attention, arouse interest in the advertised product, give arguments in its favor, encourage the consumer to decide to purchase the advertised product. Industrial advertising is more complex than consumer goods advertising. It requires solid arguments. In such advertising, the effect at emotions has practically no effect. Rational arguments can be very different: examples from the history of the technology development, evidence of specialists, comparison with other products, opinions of specialists, etc. Industrial advertising should contain detailed information about the advantages and properties of the product, a description of the possible areas of application of the product or service, clear illustrations that carry useful information (photographs or diagrams), warranty conditions, etc. (Nazaykin, 2003: 206-209). The text of the advertising publication must reflect a number of particulars. This is the full name of the product, purpose, scope of application, overall and installation dimensions, quality, accuracy and economic benefits, a guarantee of the life or quality, maintenance and repair procedures, technical specifications, set up completeness. Texts of industrial advertising are not only marketing, but also informative. Hence are the unequal linguistic features of this unusual genre of scientific prose: On the one hand, it is accuracy and high terminologization, the use of words in their specific objective logical meanings, impersonality of a statement, strict consistency, completeness, certainty, presentation linearity, the statement narrative nature, the absence of modal-evaluation forms, widespread use of illustrated and graphic language (drawings, graphs, charts, photographs, trademarks and company marks, quality marks, marks of international exhibitions, etc.), indentation strict division upon transferring product characteristics. Also, it is clarity, concreteness and simplicity of presentation, using the method of comparison, “advertising reason” or “slogan”. For example, the beginnings of industrial advertising for a mobile application “What is IBM Watson? From the name it’s clear, that this is some kind of product of our IBM company. Yes, really ... IBM Watson is an artificial intellect. “We have created a mobile application, that demonstrates the capabilities of IBM Watson and allows us use its artificial intellect!” The text of industrial advertising reflects the characteristics of the product. So, the Wi-Change wireless laser charging is being advertised. Hereby, we indicate technical specifications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of chargeable devices</th>
<th>1-50 (depends on usage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy total flow</td>
<td>500mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of vision</td>
<td>1000/100m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission maximum distance</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output voltage</td>
<td>5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device dimensions</td>
<td>Transmitter 137 137 59 mm Receiver 10 10 6 9 (depends on receipt distance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option</td>
<td>Built-in power storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the course of working on the project, presentation of the project there mastered the skills of monolog and dialogue professional speech commands. A dialogue in the form of a scientific discussion is the most complicated. The requirements to conducting a discussion allow, although not immediately, form a vocational speech culture, for example, listen to the interlocutor to the end without interrupting, ask him questions, refute his/her opinions or, on the contrary, agree with him/her, developing thought. (Kopylova 2003: 185p.).

The criteria for evaluating the outcomes of project activities are: the ability to use various sources of information, the ability to work in collaboration; relevance and significance of the topic; topic complete opening up; ability to set a goal; draw up and implement a plan; conduct reflection; match purpose and action. When evaluating a project presentation, the following criteria are put forward: adequacy to the topic; consistency, presentation logic; a variety of grammatical constructions and vocabulary; compliance with the speech scientific style: use of visual aids, technical means; originality of the proposed solutions; quality performance of the product; answers on questions.

Participation in the project was very useful for students, as it allowed them get really involved into future vocational activities and get an idea, what aspects of the specialty language will be in demand.
Outcomes and discussion

The application of design technologies is not new. The project method is based on the ideas of the American philosophers Dewey, Lai, Thorndike, that education is a process of accumulating and reconstructing existing experience in order to deepen its content. John Dewey, the author of a scientific school and pragmatic pedagogy, considered that everything important, learned and experienced from specific situations, from specially organized experience is from “doing”. (Tomyuk, 2011: p.p.28-34) “Learning through doing” is the organization of students’ independent activities to solve problems, that of interest to them. Such activity organization means shall be, in particular, the project method. As it is denoted in contemporary pedagogy, the design method is an «ideal» cogitative activity and the activity on the conception implementation. (Romanovskaya M. B.,2006:160). A teacher shall motivate the trainees to create the educational environment, specify skills and abilities, organize individual and team work, render an advisory opinion. (Akopyan M. A., Hovhannisyan E. A., Danczuk M, 2015: p.p. 91-100)

The projects, supposed for language learning, possess both general features for all projects, and distinctive peculiarities, amongst which, the main ones are the following: use of the language in situations maximum close to the conditions of real communication; emphasis on independent work of students (individual and team); the choice of topics of great interest to students and directly related to the conditions, in which the project is being implemented; selection of language material, types of tasks and work sequence in accordance with the theme and purpose of the project; visual representation of the result. «Science and engineering achievements all over the world are really impressive and teachers’ efforts are directed particularly at that, an academic process is subordinated to the same task». (Shchegol V. I.,2012; p.p.336-339) Design method is the essence of developmental education. Project culture learning promotes the development of conative, communicative, cognitive components. (Dvoretsky, S. F., 2003.:78). Design technology supposes the complex of research, search problems and other methods, creative in the sum and substance. (Lazarev, V. S., 2011:3-11)

The project method is the essence of developmental learning. The project is based on an urgent problem. To solve it, students need not only knowledge of the language, but also possession of certain relevant, creative and communicative skills. In the formation of intellectual skills, the emphasis is on working with information, with a text: determine the main idea, highlight the semantic parts, the main and additional information, draw conclusions, give reasons for theses, using illustrative materials. Creative skills include the ability to generate ideas, which require knowledge in different areas, the ability to find not one, but several solutions to a problem, the ability to predict the solution consequences. Communicative skills include, first of all, the ability to conduct a discussion, listen to and hear the interlocutor, to defend one’s point of view, the ability to find a compromise with an interlocutor, the ability to express one’s thoughts concisely. The use of design technologies allows you turn the lesson into a discussion, research club, which addresses interesting, practical, significant and accessible problems to the trainees.

Conclusion

Thus, a learner-centered approach to teaching a second language allows you maintain individuality, learn to use the second language as a means of understanding the world. A prerequisite for the effective implementation of these technologies is to rely on the principle of collaboration, business partnership between a student and a teacher, development of a creative, evolutive speech environment, in which not only informative memory is developed, but also the creative memory, which is not only a reflection of the ability level, intellectual and emotional development, that makes up the inner spiritual life, but also forms a personality.
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